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Abstract— Modern vehicles are often equipped with a
surround-view multi-camera system. The current interest in
autonomous driving invites the investigation of how to use
such systems for a reliable estimation of relative vehicle
displacement. Existing camera pose algorithms either work
for a single camera, make overly simplified assumptions, are
computationally expensive, or simply become degenerate under
non-holonomic vehicle motion. In this paper, we introduce
a new, reliable solution able to handle all kinds of relative
displacements in the plane despite the possibly non-holonomic
characteristics. We furthermore introduce a novel two-view
optimization scheme which minimizes a geometrically relevant
error without relying on 3D point related optimization variables. Our method leads to highly reliable and accurate frameto-frame visual odometry with a full-size, vehicle-mounted
surround-view camera system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving represents a significant technological
development with potentially very strong impact in several
domains including traffic efficiency and road safety. Regular
video cameras are cost-effective sensors which have already
become part of the standard sensing equipment of modern
cars. Such sensors may unlock lower-level autonomy in more
controlled and less critical scenarios, even in the absence of
other exteroceptive sensors. The present paper relies on a
vehicle-mounted surround-view camera system, and notably
aims at a solution to the problem of finding the planar motion
of the vehicle. Such systems often include four fish-eye
cameras pointing into the forward, backward, and side-ways
directions. Moreover, as the overlap between the cameras’
view-points is often very limited, our solution furthermore
employs only temporal image correspondences measured by
the same camera. Non-overlapping surround-view camera
systems are described by the generalized camera model. Solutions to the generalized relative pose problem are therefore
applicable to our case.
While a number of successful works have already been
presented, the conclusion is that no method is all-powerful
and able to handle the possibly non-holonomic planar vehicle
motion1 . Generalized relative pose solvers solving for all
6 degrees-of-freedom have substantial computational complexity and solution multiplicity in the minimal case [18],
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would like to thank the fundings sponsored by Natural Science Foundation
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of China (grant number: 61950410612).
1 Non-holonomic motion exists if several degrees of freedom are coupled.
In the case of a vehicle, the non-holonomicity is described by the Ackermann
motion model, which predicts that cars move along circular arcs.
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Fig. 1. Non-overlapping, surround-view four-camera system as analyzed
in this paper.

or require too many samples and linearisations in the nonminimal case [14], thus leading to unstable results under
noise. Some generalized solvers even degenerate in the case
of non-holonomic motion [10]. Several relative pose solvers
[16], [8] specialise in the aforementioned non-holonomic
planar vehicle motion estimation, including solvers designed
for multi-camera systems [13]. While these methods are very
robust, they rely on the ideal assumption of a fixed steering
angle; the centre of rotation as introduced by the Ackermann
motion model is however a dynamic point for the majority
of time during which a vehicle is taking a turn. Although
a single-view solver relying on the more correct planar
motion model has been presented [1], a generalized planar
motion solver that simultaneously exploits the information
from multiple cameras appears as a gap in the literature.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We present the first generalized relative pose solver
for general planar vehicle motion and non-overlapping
multi-camera systems.
• We present a new univariate objective function that relies on a parallel evaluation of the epipolar geometry for
each individual camera, rather than simply replacing the
motion parametrization in existing formulations that rely
on the generalized essential matrix (which degenerates
in the case of non-overlapping multi-camera arrays).
• We introduce a modified, iteratively reweighted optimization of the planar motion that minimizes the
geometrically relevant object space error. Most notably,
the objective function remains a uni-variate expression,
and therefore outperforms two-view bundle adjustment
in terms of computational efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows. More detailed related
work is discussed in Section II. Section III provides a brief
review of epipolar geometry and its formulation as an eigenvalue problem. Section IV introduces our objective functions
and solution strategy. Section V finally demonstrates our
results on both simulated and real data. Our simulations
compare robustness, accuracy, and computational efficiency
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of multiple algorithms, and demonstrate that our proposed
method is able to outperform in all aspects. The potential
of our method is finally confirmed on multiple real-world
datasets, where we demonstrate highly reliable and accurate
visual odometry performance.
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sha1_base64="Cg79aKe+vv+cJtnt0lA/Isjkk7M=">AAAB7nicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7VWHd26CRbBVclU+9oJblxW6AvaMmTSTBubeZBkCmXon7hxoYif486/MdNWUNEDgcM593JPjhcLrjTGH1Zua3tndy+/XzgoHh4d2yfFrooSSVmHRiKSfY8oJnjIOpprwfqxZCTwBOt5s9vM782ZVDwK23oRs1FAJiH3OSXaSK5tDwOip56ftpduSt2HpWuXcLnZrF03GgiX67hRq1YMwdXK1XUVOWW8Qgk2aLn2+3Ac0SRgoaaCKDVwcKxHKZGaU8GWhWGiWEzojEzYwNCQBEyN0lXyJbowyhj5kTQv1Gilft9ISaDUIvDMZJZT/fYy8S9vkGi/MUp5GCeahXR9yE8E0hHKakBjLhnVYmEIoZKbrIhOiSRUm7IKpoSvn6L/SbdSdgy/x5CHMziHS3CgDjdwBy3oAIU5PMIzvFip9WS9ruvKWZveTuEHrLdPLMaS3w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FABHi5074YCuEKt+jXgCttvfqNk=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyiqzIjgl0W3LisYC/QDiWTZtrYJDMkGaEMfQU3LhRx6wu5823MtLPQ1h8CH/85h5zzh4ngxnreN1pb39jc2i7tlHf39g8OK0fHbROnmrIWjUWsuyExTHDFWpZbwbqJZkSGgnXCyW1e7zwxbXisHuw0YYEkI8UjTonNLXoxeBxUql7Nmwuvgl9AFQo1B5Wv/jCmqWTKUkGM6fleYoOMaMupYLNyPzUsIXRCRqznUBHJTJDNd53hc+cMcRRr95TFc/f3REakMVMZuk5J7Ngs13Lzv1ovtVE9yLhKUssUXXwUpQLbGOeH4yHXjFoxdUCo5m5XTMdEE2pdPGUXgr988iq0r2q+4/vraqNexFGCUziDS/DhBhpwB01oAYUxPMMrvCGJXtA7+li0rqFi5gT+CH3+AJ/Ljes=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="tVA87F9Yxm2VIiG94s3Kg8TeZQY=">AAAB4HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFdFVm3Nil4MZlBfsD7VAyaaaNTTJDckcoQ1/BjQtFfCp3vo2ZtgttPRD4OCch954olcKi7397pa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qXZskhnG2yyRielF1HIpNG+jQMl7qeFURZJ3o+ldkXefubEi0Y84S3mo6FiLWDCKhcUuh0/DWt1v+AuRTQhWUIeVWsPa12CUsExxjUxSa/uBn2KYU4OCST6vDDLLU8qmdMz7DjVV3Ib5YtY5uXDOiMSJcUcjWbi/X+RUWTtTkbupKE7selaY/2X9DONmmAudZsg1W34UZ5JgQorFyUgYzlDOHFBmhJuVsAk1lKGrp+JKCNZX3oTOdSNw/OBDGc7gHK4ggBu4hXtoQRsYTOAF3uDdU96r97Gsq+StejuFP/I+fwCD/oyf</latexit>
sha1_base64="hYjwUBrwPCP5+HTbEpvfxjK4E2A=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXZUZN3ZZcOOygr1AO5RMmmljk8yQZIQy9BXcuFDErS/kzrcx085CW38IfPznHHLOHyaCG+t536i0sbm1vVPereztHxweVY9POiZONWVtGotY90JimOCKtS23gvUSzYgMBeuG09u83n1i2vBYPdhZwgJJxopHnBKbW/Ry+Dis1ry6txBeB7+AGhRqDatfg1FMU8mUpYIY0/e9xAYZ0ZZTweaVQWpYQuiUjFnfoSKSmSBb7DrHF84Z4SjW7imLF+7viYxIY2YydJ2S2IlZreXmf7V+aqNGkHGVpJYpuvwoSgW2Mc4PxyOuGbVi5oBQzd2umE6IJtS6eCouBH/15HXoXNd9x/derdko4ijDGZzDFfhwA024gxa0gcIEnuEV3pBEL+gdfSxbS6iYOYU/Qp8/nouN5w==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="WF2L+m8J0PH9vdUNtORBNzlOalU=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkftN0V3Lis0Be005JJM21sJjMkGaUM/Q83LhRx67+482/MtCNU0QOBwzn3ck+OF3GmtG1/Wiura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwpcJYEtokIQ9lx8OKciZoUzPNaSeSFAcep21vcp367XsqFQtFQ08j6gZ4JJjPCNZG6vcCrMeenzRmg7s+GRSKdsmeAy2RavmielVGTqYUIUN9UPjoDUMSB1RowrFSXceOtJtgqRnhdJbvxYpGmEzwiHYNFTigyk3mqWfo1ChD5IfSPKHRXF3eSHCg1DTwzGSaUv32UvEvrxtrv+ImTESxpoIsDvkxRzpEaQVoyCQlmk8NwUQykxWRMZaYaFNU3pTw/VP0P2mdlxzDby+LtUpWRw6O4QTOwIEy1OAG6tAEAhIe4RlerAfryXq13hajK1a2cwQ/YL1/Aff2ksg=</latexit>

T

<latexit sha1_base64="BsejG8Vl1jpIr1e/asbPKAu43Gk=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEdpjwYvHivYD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk5t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrXs2eByUK27VXYisg5dDBXI1B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYsShqh9rPFqjNyYZ0hCWNlnzRk4f6eyGik9TQKbGdEzViv1ubmf7VeasK6n3GZpAYlW34UpoKYmMzvJkOukBkxtUCZ4nZXwsZUUWZsOiUbgrd68jq0r6qe5bvrSqOex1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteDkM6fwR87nDz8Wjbo=</latexit>

fij

j
f 0i

sha1_base64="ddIYBdfHdTTF24P2bPTILd+Ww7w=">AAAB6nicdZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EquBoyZbR1V3DjsqK9QDuUTJppQzOZIckIpfQR3LhQxK1P5M63Mb0IKvpD4OM/55Bz/jAVXBuMP5zcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aOokU5Q1aCIS1Q6JZoJL1jDcCNZOFSNxKFgrHF3N6q17pjRP5J0ZpyyIyUDyiFNirHXrum6vWMKuh/1qBSMLPq7gSwvVi3O/XEaei+cqwVL1XvG9209oFjNpqCBadzycmmBClOFUsGmhm2mWEjoiA9axKEnMdDCZrzpFp9bpoyhR9kmD5u73iQmJtR7Hoe2MiRnq37WZ+Vetk5moGky4TDPDJF18FGUCmQTN7kZ9rhg1YmyBUMXtrogOiSLU2HQKNoSvS9H/0Cy7nuUbv1Q7WcaRhyM4hjPwoAI1uIY6NIDCAB7gCZ4d4Tw6L87rojXnLGcO4Yect0+lBY1I</latexit>

<latexit

f1j

...

<latexit sha1_base64="9VpXeaXEsqV6vMX4Ors87nIm1sU=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxUpXZXcOOygn1AOy2ZNNPGZjJDklHK0P9w40IRt/6LO//GTDtCFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnStv2p5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHLRXGktAmCXkoOx5WlDNBm5ppTjuRpDjwOG17k6vUb99TqVgobvU0om6AR4L5jGBtpH4vwHrs+Yk/G7D+3aBYssv2HGiJ1KpntYsqcjKlBBkag+JHbxiSOKBCE46V6jp2pN0ES80Ip7NCL1Y0wmSCR7RrqMABVW4yTz1DJ0YZIj+U5gmN5uryRoIDpaaBZybTlOq3l4p/ed1Y+5duwkQUayrI4pAfc6RDlFaAhkxSovnUEEwkM1kRGWOJiTZFFUwJ3z9F/5NWpewYfnNeqleyOvJwBMdwCg5UoQ7X0IAmEJDwCM/wYj1YT9ar9bYYzVnZziH8gPX+BRrvkto=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="95Sm7ZT4r7WmekPvmSFlIgDLfgI=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovoqiRVqd0V3LisYB/QxjCZTtqxkwczE6GGfokbF4q49VPc+TdO2ghV9MDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9GkvLK6tr64WN4ubW9k7J3N1ryygRhLZIxCPR9bCknIW0pZjitBsLigOP0443vsz8zj0VkkXhjZrE1AnwMGQ+I1hpyTVL/QCrkeen/vHUZbd3rlm2KtYMaIHUa6f18xqyc6UMOZqu+dEfRCQJaKgIx1L2bCtWToqFYoTTabGfSBpjMsZD2tM0xAGVTjoLPkVHWhkgPxL6hQrN1MWNFAdSTgJPT2Yx5W8vE//yeonyL5yUhXGiaEjmh/yEIxWhrAU0YIISxSeaYCKYzorICAtMlO6qqEv4/in6n7SrFVvz67Nyo5rXUYADOIQTsKEGDbiCJrSAQAKP8AwvxoPxZLwab/PRJSPf2YcfMN6/APcwkzw=</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="kXzf/H2kZFWsL1EGK5Qcg4OEj/4=">AAAB7XicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8phQZWFosKwVQlLDAisTAWif5IbYkc12lNHSeyb5BK1CdhYQAhXoeNt8FpO0DLlSx9OsfWPT5hKoVBz/t2ShubW9s75d3KXnX/oOYeVtsmyTTjLZbIRHdDargUirdQoOTdVHMah5J3wslN4XeeuDYiUfc4TfkgpiMlIsEoWilwa/2Y4jiM8uhsFoiHx8Ctew1vPmQd/CXUYTnNwP3qDxOWxVwhk9SYnu+lOMipRsEkn1X6meEpZRM64j2LisbcDPJ58Bk5tcqQRIm2RyGZq79f5DQ2ZhqH9mYR06x6hfif18swuhrkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkxI0QIZCs0ZyqkFyrSwWQkbU00Z2q4qtgR/9cvr0L5o+JbvPCjDMZzAOfhwCddwC01oAYMMXuAN3p1n59X5WNRVcpa9HcGfcT5/AG4BkcE=</latexit>
sha1_base64="XEhi8AALh/vjLNm9JvNMG7+MycA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAFHypX7VWG716WSyip5IopfYmePFYwX5AG8Nmu2nXbjZhdyPU0F/ixYMi/h1v/hs3bYUqOrAwzLzHm50g4Uxpx/m0CmvrG5tbxe3STnl3r2LvlzsqTiWhbRLzWPYCrChngrY105z2EklxFHDaDSZXud99oFKxWNzqaUK9CI8ECxnB2ki+XRlEWI+DMAtPZj67u/ftqlNz5kArpNk4b9YbyF0qVVii5dsfg2FM0ogKTThWqu86ifYyLDUjnM5Kg1TRBJMJHtG+oQJHVHnZPPgMHRtliMJYmic0mqurGxmOlJpGgZnMY6rfXi7+5fVTHV54GRNJqqkgi0NhypGOUd4CGjJJieZTQzCRzGRFZIwlJtp0VTIlfP8U/U86ZzXX8BsHinAIR3AKLjTgEq6hBW0gkMITvMCr9Wg9W2+LugrWsrcD+AHr/QukypHp</latexit>
sha1_base64="jOeEieFwpFbIMVxMDHCyQHr2QxY=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1hEVyWpSO2u4MZlBfuANobJdNKOnTyYmQg19EvcuFDErZ/izr9x0kaoogcGDufcyz1zvJgzqSzr0yisrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7tlc2+/I6NEENomEY9Ez8OSchbStmKK014sKA48Trve5DLzu/dUSBaFN2oaUyfAo5D5jGClJdcsDwKsxp6f+iczl93euWbFqlpzoCXSqJ81zuvIzpUK5Gi55sdgGJEkoKEiHEvZt61YOSkWihFOZ6VBImmMyQSPaF/TEAdUOuk8+Awda2WI/EjoFyo0V5c3UhxIOQ08PZnFlL+9TPzL6yfKv3BSFsaJoiFZHPITjlSEshbQkAlKFJ9qgolgOisiYywwUbqrki7h+6fof9KpVW3Nr61Ks5bXUYRDOIJTsKEOTbiCFrSBQAKP8AwvxoPxZLwab4vRgpHvHMAPGO9f9fCTOA==</latexit>

j

<latexit sha1_base64="S4wQJ8sVzFEb1TxWN5mTmaSx4ZE=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxUpXZXcOOygn1AOy2ZNNPGZjJDklHK0P9w40IRt/6LO//GTDtCFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnStv2p5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsHLRXGktAmCXkoOx5WlDNBm5ppTjuRpDjwOG17k6vUb99TqVgobvU0om6AR4L5jGBtpH4vwHrs+Yk/Gzj9u0GxZJftOdASqVXPahdV5GRKCTI0BsWP3jAkcUCFJhwr1XXsSLsJlpoRTmeFXqxohMkEj2jXUIEDqtxknnqGTowyRH4ozRMazdXljQQHSk0Dz0ymKdVvLxX/8rqx9i/dhIko1lSQxSE/5kiHKK0ADZmkRPOpIZhIZrIiMsYSE22KKpgSvn+K/ietStkx/Oa8VK9kdeThCI7hFByoQh2uoQFNICDhEZ7hxXqwnqxX620xmrOynUP4Aev9C8WQkqI=</latexit>

pi

<latexit sha1_base64="hVIYsxxIEhQsIgyjqAyvB+vMW7U=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeujUZduBovoqiRVqd0V3LisYB/QxjCZTtqxkwczE6GGfokbF4q49VPc+TdO2ghV9MDA4Zx7uWeOF3MmlWV9GkvLK6tr64WN4ubW9k7J3N1ryygRhLZIxCPR9bCknIW0pZjitBsLigOP0443vsz8zj0VkkXhjZrE1AnwMGQ+I1hpyTVL/QCrkeen/vHUtW/vXLNsVawZ0AKp107r5zVk50oZcjRd86M/iEgS0FARjqXs2VasnBQLxQin02I/kTTGZIyHtKdpiAMqnXQWfIqOtDJAfiT0CxWaqYsbKQ6knASensxiyt9eJv7l9RLlXzgpC+NE0ZDMD/kJRypCWQtowAQlik80wUQwnRWRERaYKN1VUZfw/VP0P2lXK7bm12flRjWvowAHcAgnYEMNGnAFTWgBgQQe4RlejAfjyXg13uajS0a+sw8/YLx/AaHgkwQ=</latexit>

f 01

...

<latexit sha1_base64="Xp0VxfSZL9rfuu0IKI1xHAhtR+Y=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7LLgxmUF+4DOUDJppg1NMiHJCGXob7hxoYhbf8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3JixZmxvv/tbWxube/sVvaq+weHR8e1k9OuSTNNaIekPNX9GBvKmaQdyyynfaUpFjGnvXh6V/i9J6oNS+WjnSkaCTyWLGEEWyeFocB2Eie5mg/ZsFb3G/4CaJ0EJalDifaw9hWOUpIJKi3h2JhB4Csb5VhbRjidV8PMUIXJFI/pwFGJBTVRvsg8R5dOGaEk1e5Jixbq740cC2NmInaTRUaz6hXif94gs0kzyplUmaWSLA8lGUc2RUUBaMQ0JZbPHMFEM5cVkQnWmFhXU9WVEKx+eZ10rxuB4w839VazrKMC53ABVxDALbTgHtrQAQIKnuEV3rzMe/HevY/l6IZX7pzBH3ifP3AIkeY=</latexit>

<latexit

sha1_base64="l+oqs3tnx50IY64N6z6a7MMuf+I=">AAAB6nicdZDNSsNAFIVv6l+tf1WXbgaL4EJC2kaNu4IblxVtLbShTKaTduhkEmYmQgl9BDcuFHHrE7nzbZy0FVT0wMDHufcy954g4Uxpx/mwCkvLK6trxfXSxubW9k55d6+t4lQS2iIxj2UnwIpyJmhLM81pJ5EURwGnd8H4Mq/f3VOpWCxu9SShfoSHgoWMYG2sG9u2++WKY9fdM++0hgx4dbfu5VBzLzwPVW1npgos1OyX33uDmKQRFZpwrFS36iTaz7DUjHA6LfVSRRNMxnhIuwYFjqjys9mqU3RknAEKY2me0Gjmfp/IcKTUJApMZ4T1SP2u5eZftW6qQ8/PmEhSTQWZfxSmHOkY5XejAZOUaD4xgIlkZldERlhiok06JRPC16Xof2jX7Krha7fSOFnEUYQDOIRjqMI5NOAKmtACAkN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr/PWgrWY2Ycfst4+AciojWc=</latexit>

II. R ELATED WORK

p1
<latexit sha1_base64="oyz3E/J3wKZWp6QSGBgqTESAeko=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRkR7LLgxmUF+4DOUDJppg1NMiHJCGXob7hxoYhbf8adf2OmnYW2HggczrmXe3JixZmxvv/tbWxube/sVvaq+weHR8e1k9OuSTNNaIekPNX9GBvKmaQdyyynfaUpFjGnvXh6V/i9J6oNS+WjnSkaCTyWLGEEWyeFocB2Eie5mg+DYa3uN/wF0DoJSlKHEu1h7SscpSQTVFrCsTGDwFc2yrG2jHA6r4aZoQqTKR7TgaMSC2qifJF5ji6dMkJJqt2TFi3U3xs5FsbMROwmi4xm1SvE/7xBZpNmlDOpMkslWR5KMo5siooC0IhpSiyfOYKJZi4rIhOsMbGupqorIVj98jrpXjcCxx9u6q1mWUcFzuECriCAW2jBPbShAwQUPMMrvHmZ9+K9ex/L0Q2v3DmDP/A+fwAbKJGu</latexit>
sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="V0QQT6OjFpQs6oEpk2h2cxYe2IA=">AAAB6HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOygv2BzlAy6Z02NJMJSaZQhr6GGxeK+ETufBszbRfaeiHwcU7CPTmxEtxY3//2Kju7e/sH1cPaUf345LRxVu+aLNcMOywTme7H1KDgEjuWW4F9pZGmscBePH0o/d4MteGZfLZzhVFKx5InnFHrpDBMqZ3ESaEWw2DYaPotfzlkG4I1NGE97WHjKxxlLE9RWiaoMYPAVzYqqLacCVzUwtygomxKxzhwKGmKJiqWmRfkyikjkmTaHWnJUv39oqCpMfM0djfLjGbTK8X/vEFuk7uo4FLlFiVbLUpyQWxGygLIiGtkVswdUKa5y0rYhGrKrKup5koINr+8Dd2bVuD4yYcqXMAlXEMAt3APj9CGDjBQ8AJv8O7l3qv3saqr4q17O4c/433+ANdbkFo=</latexit>
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The most important related solvers that either exploit the
geometry of generalized cameras [18], [14], [10] or nonholonomic motion constraints [16], [8], [13] have already
been introduced in the introduction. The 6-point solver
presented in [18] proposes the solution to the generalized
relative pose problem based on the Gröbner basis theory, and
uses 6 ray-correspondences in order to come up with 64 solutions. Li et al. [14] provide a linear algorithm that requires
17 correspondences in general, and 16 or 14 correspondences
in certain special situations to solve the generalized relative
pose problem. A solution that factorizes the generalized relative pose problem as an iterative optimization over relative
rotation is presented in [10]. The first work that exploits the
non-holonomic constraints of planar vehicles to parameterize
the motion with only 1 feature correspondence is given by
[16] and extended to n views in [8]. [13] furthermore applies
the model to multi-perspective camera systems.
Further related work is given by [15], who is the first to
introduce the paradigm of using many cameras as one, and
Lee et al. [12], who look at the generalized relative pose
problem with a known reference direction. This problem
is highly related to ours in that it only solves for a onedimensional degree of freedom rotation. However, as shown
in their paper, the algorithm again potentially degenerates for
planar vehicle motion, most notably if the relative rotation
becomes identity. Our work is also naturally related to the
standard relative pose problem. A good overview of epipolar
geometry is given in [7]. The most popular solvers for the
relative pose problem are given by [6] and [17]. Another
foundational work for ours is presented by Kneip et al.
[11], who are the first to formulate epipolar geometry as an
eigenvalue minimization problem in the space of rotations.
III. F OUNDATIONS
This section reviews the basic idea of direct optimization
of frame-to-frame rotation. We start by introducing the geometry of generalized cameras. We furthermore summarize
the prior centralized and generalized methods, and conclude
with a brief motivation of our new solver.
A. Notations and prior assumptions
We assume that we have an intrinsically and extrinsically
calibrated multi-camera system. Without loss of generality,
each 2D image point can therefore easily be expressed as a
normalized 3D bearing vector. Considering two consecutive
frames, let fij and f0 ij be the unit bearing vectors pointing
at the same 3D world point pi from the jth camera at the
first and second frame, respectively. Let Rc j furthermore be
the rotation from the camera to the common body frame
b, and tc j the position of camera j inside the body frame.
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A. Formulation as a multi-eigenvalue problem
We now proceed to the core of our contribution, which
is a novel algorithm for estimating general planar motion
for non-overlapping multi-camera systems. Let nij still be an
epipolar plane normal vector, given by (2). As illustrated in
Figure 2, in the case of a calibrated multi-camera system,
we can use the known extrinsic rotation Rc j to rotate all the
observed unit bearing vectors of each camera into a frame
that is still centered at camera c j but has similar orientation
than the local body frame. We can thus obtain an alternative
multi-camera system in which all cameras simply have the
same orientation than the local body frame. It can be easily
observed that all the new normal vectors expressed in the
body frame and given by
b

ni j = (Rc j fij ) × Rb (Rc j f0 ij )

(4)

still span a plane that is orthogonal to the translation t j .
Similar to [11], [10], our target remains a solution to the
relative displacement that depends only on Rb .
In order to enforce all normal vectors of each camera to
obey the coplanarity condition, the basic approach consists
of stacking the normal vectors from corresponding cameras
into the matrix N j = [n1j ... nij ]T such that N j tcj = 0. Thus,
the relative rotation Rb can be derived by jointly minimizing
the smallest eigenvalue of the matrices M j = N j NTj from
each camera. If λM j ,min denotes the smallest eigenvalue of
M j , our final objective becomes
Rb = argminRb ∑(λM j ,min )2 , where

(5)

j

nj

M j = ∑ ((Rc j fij )×Rb (Rc j f0 ij ))((Rc j fij )×Rb (Rc j f0 ij ))T . (6)
i=1

It is important to realize that this objective is different
from (3) in [11]. Unless proceeding to a generalization as
presented in [10], it is not possible to add all normal vectors
to one co-planarity condition as each camera has a potentially
different translation vector, and therefore defines a different
plane for its epipolar plane normal vectors. However, the
rotation is the same for each camera, and—owing to the fact
that the eigenvalue formulation only depends on the relative
rotation—we may still jointly minimize all objectives. In
the following, we concentrate on the case of planar motion,
for which the relative rotation has only a single degree
of freedom. Note however that the formulation makes no
assumptions about the translation, and may therefore be
equally applied to any relative displacements for which at
least 2 of the rotational degrees of freedom are known (e.g.
zero, or measured by an alternative sensor).
We choose the Cayley [3] parameters v = [0 0 z]T to
represent the rotation Rb , the latter being given as
Rb = 2(vvT − bvc× ) + (1 − vT v)I.

recovered by looking at the eigenvector that corresponds to
the smallest eigenvalue. As shown in Section IV-C, they can
be further used to compute the scaled relative translation
between the two viewpoints once the relative rotation Rb
has been found.
Similar to [11], the non-linear problem can be efficiently
solved by implementing a Levenberg-Marquardt scheme. In
our constraint (5), the only unknown parameter with respect
to the sum of squares of the smallest eigenvalues is the
Cayley parameter z of rotation Rb . Owing to the fact that
the angular velocities of the vehicle’s motion are similar
from frame to frame, a starting point for the optimization
is easily given by propagating the relative rotation between
the previous pair of viewpoints. An exhaustive search can be
used to initialize the rotation if no prior is available.
B. Object-space error based refinement
For a perspective camera, a purely translational displacement that is parallel to the image plane can cause a very
similar disparity than a pure rotation around an orthogonal
axis in the image plane, and vice-versa. The hereby described
rotation-translation ambiguity is furthermore amplified by
sideways looking, fronto-parallel cameras, especially if they
have a very limited field of view (FoV). The separation
into 4 eigenvalue problems that are solved in parallel naturally raises the question how this affects the algorithm’s
ability to deal with such ambiguities. Though the algebraic
solution is not geometrically or statistically meaningful, it
generally leads to satisfying results at a low computational
cost. However, the rotation-translation ambiguity can easily
lead to local minima in the algebraic objective error in
the above described case. In an aim to solve this problem,
we introduce an object-space error based objective as an
iterative refinement step. It is to be understood as an efficient
replacement of 2-view bundle adjustment using the more
traditional reprojection error. We define the object-space
error as the distance between the rays defined by fij and
f0 ij . Starting from the definition of the distance between two
skew lines [5], we derive the geometric object-space error
for a single correspondence to be
d=

((Rc j fij ) × Rb (Rc j f0 ij )) · ~tcj
k(Rc j fij ) × Rb (Rc j f0 ij )k

.

(8)

~tc represents the direction of the relative translation. The
j
optimization problem is finally given as
nj

{Rb , ~tcj } = argminR

~c
b ,t j

∑(

((Rc j fij ) × Rb (Rc j f0 ij )) · ~tcj

i=0

k(Rc j fij ) × Rb (Rc j f0 ij )k

)2 . (9)

It is easy to see that the same objective can again be
minimized by solving the iteratively reweighted eigenvalueminimization problem

(7)

Note that we omit the scale factor as it equally affects all
terms in all energies. The result is a very efficient nonlinear optimization over a single parameter only. Note that
the direction of each camera’s relative translation can be
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Rb = argminRb ∑(λM̃ j ,min )2 , where

(10)

j

nj

M̃ j = ∑

i=1

b

b

(ni j )(ni j )T
b

kni j k22

.

(11)

The proposed object-space error minimization strategy
still depends only on the relative rotation Rb , meaning a
one-dimensional optimization space in the case of planar
motion. We confirmed through a series of simulation experiments that the minimization of the object-space error
is much more stable for different FoVs than the algebraic
objective. It can effectively avoid wrong minima caused
by rotation-translation ambiguity. The computational complexity of the presented object-space error minimization
objective is significantly lower than the one of standard twoview bundle adjustment. The latter not only optimizes over
both rotation and translation parameters, but—if using the
classical reprojection error—also over the 3D coordinates of
each landmark. A dedicated experiment comparing the two
iterative refinement alternatives is presented in Section V-D.

directions, we also include a comparison against centralized,
single-camera algorithms such as the traditional 8-point
algorithm and 1-point Ransac, the latter again relying on
a non-holonomic motion assumption. We execute different
comparative simulation experiments to evaluate accuracy and
noise resilience, the performance of the proposed objectspace error based non-linear refinement, and the performance
when embedded into a Ransac scheme [4]. We conclude with
continuous frame-to-frame motion estimation demonstrations
on both small-scale indoor and large-scale outdoor datasets
captured by a 4-camera system mounted on either a turtlebot
or a full-size car (cf. video in supplementary material).
Ground truth for the indoor sequence is delivered by a highly
accurate external motion capture system.

C. Recovery of relative translation

The surround-view camera system we investigate in simulation highly resembles the multi-camera system on real
experiments, and has four cameras pointing into all directions
(cf. Figure 1). The cameras all lie in the same horizontal
plane and have a distance between 0.6 and 1m away from
the body origin. In each experiment iteration, we fix the
frame of the first viewpoint to coincide with the world
frame. We then add 6 further views by adopting a linearly
changing rotational velocity, therefore generating realistic,
non-circular motion trajectories. We finally calculate the
relative displacement between the first and the last viewpoint.
The final relative rotation angle lies between 3 and 6 degrees,
and the displacement between frames is set to 0.6m. We generate random correspondences for each camera by defining
random 3D landmarks located within the field of view of
each camera in the first viewpoint, assign random depths
between 1 and 8m, and finally reproject the obtained 3D
landmarks into each camera of the second viewpoint. Noise
is added to the measurements by extracting the orthogonal
plane of each bearing vector, and adding noise based on a
virtual spherical camera with focal length 800 pixels. Outliers
are added by replacing bearing vectors such that they point
towards new, randomly generated landmarks. We analyze the
performance of our method under different conditions, which
are a dynamic rotational velocity, purely translational motion,
a varying field-of-view, and a changing outlier fraction. We
execute 1000 random constellations for each experiment,
and—due to scale observability issues—report primarily on
the accuracy of the relative rotation estimation.

In order to recover the translation in absolute scale, we
start by formulating the hand-eye calibration constraint for
camera c j inside the multi-camera system [7]:
(
tb = tc j + Rc j tcj − Rc j Rcj RTcj tc j
(12)
Rb = Rc j · Rcj · RTcj
As mentioned in Section IV-A, we can compensate for each
camera’s extrinsic rotation Rc j , and thus obtain the simpler
constraint
(13)
tb = tc j + tcj − Rb tc j .
For each relative translation tcj = λ j · ~tcj , directions ~tcj can
be easily computed by composing M j and deriving the
eigenvector corresponding to the optimized Rb . All pair-wise
constraints in the form of (13) can now be grouped into a
linear problem Ax = b, where

A=

~tc
1

...
~tc
4




−I
(Rb − I)tc1
,
...
...  , b = 
(Rb − I)tc4
−I

(14)


T
and x = λ1 . . . λ4 tTb . A and b can be computed from
the known extrinsics and the relative rotation Rb , whereas x
contains all unknowns. The non-homogeneous linear problem Ax = b can be solved by a standard technique such as
singular value decomposition (SVD). Note that the system
shows an obvious characteristic of non-overlapping multicamera arrays, namely that metric scale remains unobservable if Rb = I. The rotation however remains computable.
V. E XPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We test our algorithm on both synthetic and real data. Our
solver depends on planar motion and is designed for nonoverlapping multi-camera systems. Our experiments therefore focus on a comparison against previous relative pose
solvers for generalized cameras, which are a 2-point Ransac
algorithm relying on a non-holonomic motion assumption,
the linearized 17-point algorithm, and a generalized eigenvalue minimization algorithm. In order to demonstrate the
benefit of using multiple cameras pointing into different

A. Outline of the simulation experiments

B. Comparison against minimal solvers
We compare our method (ME) against state-of-the-art
minimal solvers for planar motion, which is the 2-point
Ransac algorithm by [13] (2-pt) and the 1-point Ransac
algorithm proposed by [16] (1-pt). These algorithms adopt
the Ackermann motion model, and thus make the assumption
that the motion is non-holonomic with a fixed centre of rotation (ICR) for the entire relative displacement. As a result,
they have a reduced number of required correspondences. We
generate 20 points in each camera for all algorithms, and use
the minimal number of points for each method to solve the
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Fig. 3. Comparison between our proposed method ME and the 1pt, 2pt, 8pt, 17pt, GE method for different perturbation factors. Each value is averaged
over 1000 random experiments. Details are provided in the text.

problem hypotheses (1 point for 1-pt, 2 points for 2-pt and
3 points per camera in our algorithm). No outliers are added
to the data. We repeat the experiment for changing deviations from pure Ackermann motion defined by the linearly
changing per-frame rotation change ω = 0.04k · i + ω0 , where
i = 1, . . . , 6, ω0 = 0.2◦ , and k is varied from 0 to 10. The ICR
is extrapolated by assuming the constant forward velocity
v = 0.1m per second. The results are indicated in Figure
3(a). As expected, our model outperforms as the deviation
from non-holonomic motion is increasing.
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C. Comparison against non-minimal solvers
We compare our method against alternative non-minimal,
generalized solvers (17-pt [14] and GE [10]) as well as
a central method (8-pt [6]) commonly applied in vehicle
motion estimation with a forward-facing camera. We use
5 points in each camera for all generalized algorithms and
8 points in the forward camera for 8-pt. We run only the
solvers and do not add nonlinear refinement. We conduct
three types of experiments:
• Significant rotation: The field-of-view of each camera
is fixed to 120◦ , and the noise level is varied between
0 and 5 pixels. The results are indicated in Figure 3(b).
As can be observed, all generalized solvers out-perform
the centralized method, and ME performs better than
17-pt in terms of both the mean and median error. As
stated in [10], GE has been designed for omnidirectional
cameras and occasionally converges into wrong local
minima, thus leading to an increased mean error with
repect to ME.
• Pure translations: We repeat the same experiment but
simply force the motion to be purely translational. The
result is illustrated in Figure 3(c). As expected, 17-pt
and ME maintain a higher level of accuracy than 8pt. As furthermore explained in [10], GE is affected
by a constant zero energy for identity rotation. While
this leads to perfect performance in this experiment, it
is to be interpreted as a weakness. GE is unable to
distinguish small from zero rotation angles.
• Variation of the field of view: We vary the field-ofview from 15◦ to 165◦ . As shown in Figure 3(d), the
centralized method 8-pt applied in the forward facing
camera performs better for very small fields-of-view. As
explained in Section IV, side-ways looking cameras are
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Fig. 4.
Accuracy of the different geometric optimization method and
average execution time.

affected by the rotation-translation ambiguity. The effect
worsens for a decreasing field-of-view, and potentially
affects all generalized camera solvers. However, as
soon as the field-of-view is sufficiently large (75◦ for
our settings), generalized solvers start to outperform.
ME furthermore clearly outperforms other methods and
beats 8-pt for any FoV larger than 30◦ .
D. Behavior of object-space error based refinement
Figure 4 shows the comparison between our proposed
object-space error minimizer and standard two-view bundle
adjustment. Both depend on a sufficiently good initialization.
However, as stated in Section IV-B, standard two-view
bundle adjustment reduces reprojection errors over rotation,
translation, and structure parameters, while the proposed
joint eigenvalue minimization based object-space error reduction involves only the rotational degrees of freedom
(which—in the case of planar motion—is only a single
degree of freedom). As indicated in Figure 4, object-space
error minimization shows comparable performance than 2view bundle adjustment for varying fields-of-view. However,
owing to its univariate nature, the proposed objective is
minimized 8 times faster.
E. Overall performance within Ransac
Before moving on to real data experiments, we add a final
experiment with outliers to also compare the behavior with
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respect to full generalized relative pose solvers if embedded
into a Ransac scheme. We add up to 30% outliers, and use
the same outlier threshold and inlier verification criterium for
each algorithm. We test three elements including execution
time of each algorithm, the required number of Ransac
iterations, and the percentage of all true inliers found by
each method. Results are depicted in Figure 5. Our method’s
processing time is 0.23ms, 17-pt uses 0.11ms, GE uses
0.3ms, and 8-pt is the fastest at 0.05ms. As already indicated
in [14], the linear 17-pt method requires too many samples
and even 1000 iterations may be insufficient to perform
successful inlier identification. Our method also shows high
computational efficiency. It consumes 2 times the time of
the linear solver 17-pt and is 1.5 times faster than GE. To
conclude, our solution finds the largest percentage of all true
inliers, which demonstrates that—given a sufficiently large
number of iterations—our method has a low probability to
miss the global minimum of the objective function.
F. Results on a real multi-camera system
In order to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm
on real images, we apply it to two sequences representing
both an indoor and an outdoor example. All datasets are captured by a fully calibrated and synchronized surround-view
multi-camera system mounted on either a turtlebot (cf. illustrated in Figure 1) or a full-size car. The indoor dataset allows
us to compare our method against highly accurate ground
truth captured by a motion tracking system. It provides a
mix of characteristics with both straight forward motion and
significant rotation parts. All methods are embedded into a
Ransac scheme and applied on a frame-to-frame basis. We
use object-space error minimization for ME and standard
2-view bundle adjustment for all remaining algorithms as
a two-view refinement procedure. We do not add a multiframe back-end optimization module (i.e. sliding-window
bundle-adjustment) as this permits the observation of the
original performance of each method. Implementations are
made in C++, and use OpenCV [2] and OpenGV [9] for
image processing and geometry problems, respectively. All
experiments are conducted on an Intel Core i7 2.4 GHz CPU
with 8GB RAM. Figure 6 shows our results obtained on
the indoor dataset and compares them against all alternative

algorithms. The following is worth noting:
• The trajectories all suffer from slow error accumulation,
which means that all algorithms successfully process
the entire 2000 frames without any gross errors. Our
algorithm ME clearly outperforms both 17-pt and 2pt.
Note that 8-pt and GE are not included in the results,
as they are both unable to provide competitive results.
• The observations concerning rotation-translation ambiguity are consistent with our prior analysis. We therefore
implement a firewall strategy to prevent occasional convergence to wrong local minima. We check the solution
obtained from only the front and back cameras, and
compare it against the solution obtained from the entire
system. If the two solutions have obvious differences,
we down-weight the energy contribution of the sideways
facing cameras. As shown in Figure 6, this strategy leads
to the best result.
• Note furthermore that 2pt is confined to the front and
back cameras, as we observed that it performs much
better than a full 4-camera alternative. Nonetheless, it
suffers from the strict Ackermann-motion assumption,
and leads to a similar error accumulation like 17-pt.
The real-time execution of the algorithm and further
qualitative results on a full-size vehicle moving outdoors can
be found in the supplemental video file.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our work stands in contrast with many prior closedform solutions presented in the literature, as it relies on an
iterative optimization scheme. However, by exploiting simple
linear algebra relationships and the planarity of the motion,
the dimensionality of the energy minimization problem is
reduced to one, and can hence be solved very effectively.
Furthermore, the fact that the minimized energy depends
only on the rotation parameters and the insight that these
parameters are shared between all cameras permits us to
minimize multiple single camera objectives in parallel rather
than a single generalized objective. As demonstrated through
our results, the formulation is free of singularities and
amenable to highly accurate and reliable, continuous motion
estimation for surround-view camera systems. It is our belief
that this contribution must be of interest to the intelligent
vehicles community, and direct our future work towards an
extension of the approach over multiple temporal frames.
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